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Stampin' Up!®
Halloween Fun 'Pop

Up' Fold Card

ard Measurements: 

Gorgeous Grape card base - 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" scored at 4 1/4" 

Basic Black cs inside layer panel - 5 3/8" x 8 3/8" 

Whisper White cs inside panel - cut at 5" x 8" fold in half and then mark at 1 1/2" on

both sides from the center. Make a mark on the folded side at 2 1/2" then score

from mark to mark making the fold in. 

Basic Black cs front layer panel - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8" 

Magic In This Night DSP front panel - 5 1/4" x 4" plus three strips 1/2" x 4" 

Embossed Gorgeous Grape large label - die cut with the Halloween Magic Dies. 

Whisper White cs sentiment label - die cut with the Halloween Magic Dies 

Basic Black cs spiders - die cut with the Little Treat Box Dies 

DSP = Designer Series Paper 

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Hallows Night Magic Bundle

[155188] $46.75

Little Treats Bundle [155204] $53.00

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad

[132708] $6.00

Smoky Slate Stampin' Blends

Markers Combo Pack [145058]

$9.00

Highland Heather Stampin' Blends

Markers Combo Pack [147276]

$9.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter Brush

[141897] $8.00

Magic In This Night Designer Series

Paper [153517] $11.50

Gorgeous Grape 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock [146987] $8.75

Basic Black 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[121045] $8.75

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock [100730] $9.75

Cobwebs 3D Embossing Folder

[153578] $9.00

Paper Trimmer [152392] $25.00

Paper Snips [103579] $10.00

Bone Folder [102300] $7.00

Metallic Mesh Ribbon [153550]

$8.00

Mini Stampin' Dimensionals

[144108] $4.00

Mini Glue Dots [103683] $5.25

Tear & Tape Adhesive [138995]

$7.00

Stampin' Seal [152813] $8.00

Stampin' Dimensionals [104430]

$4.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]

$4.00

https://www.stampinup.com/products/hallows-night-magic-bundle?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/little-treats-bundle?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/memento-ink-pad-tuxedo-black?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-blends-combo-pack-smoky-slate?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/highland-heather-stampin-blends-combo-pack?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/wink-of-stella-clear-glitter-brush?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/magic-in-this-night-designer-series-paper?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-gorgeous-grape?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-basic-black?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-whisper-white?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cobwebs-3d-embossing-folder?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/paper-trimmer?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/scissors-paper-snips?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/bone-folder?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/metallic-mesh-ribbon?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-dimensionals-mini?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/mini-glue-dots?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/adhesive-tear-tape?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-seal?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-dimensionals?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/glue-liquid-multipurpose?demoid=2184990
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Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Gorgeous Grape cs card base. Cut the Basic Black cs inside layer panel and glue it to the inside of the

card base.

2. Cut the inside Whisper White cs panel and fold in half.

3. Flatten the panel out and make a mark at 1 1/2" on both sides of the center.

4. Then turn the refolded panel and make a mark at 2 1/2" down the folded side.

5. Unfold the inside panel so it lays flat and then use your paper trimmer to score from mark to mark on each side

creating the triangle fold in.

6. Use the bone folder to crease the score lines of the triangle fold in on the inside panel.

7. Then fold the panel in half and make sure everything lines up and use your bone folder to crease the fold. Add Tear

and Tape to the top edge of both sides of the inside panel, apply glue to the other panel edges EXCEPT the folded

center and add the panel to the Basic Black cs inside panel layer.

8. Stamp the sentiment from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set in Memento Black ink and trace the H's with the Dark

Highland Heather Stampin' Blend. Using a small bit of Stampin' Seal add Metallic Mesh ribbon to the pop out

triangle and the top left side of the card.

9. Die cut six Basic Black cs spiders with the Little Treat Box Dies. Use glue dots and Mini Stampin' Dimensionals to

add the die cut spiders to the ribbon. Cut three Magic In This Night DSP strips and add color to them with the Dark

Highland Heather Stampin' Blend. Glue the strips to both sides of the inside panel and on the back of the card.

10. To create your card front cut the Basic Black cs panel and the Magic In This Night DSP panel and glue them to the

card base front. Add color to the DSP with the Dark Highland Heather Stampin' Blend.

11. Die cut a Gorgeous Grape cs label with the Halloween Magic Dies and then dry emboss it with the Cobwebs 3D

embossing folder. Use Stampin' Dimensionals to attach the embossed label to the card front.

12. Stamp the label image from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set on Whisper White cs. Die cut out the label with the

Halloween Magic Dies. Color the flowers & leaves with Stampin' Blends. Add Wink of Stella to the flowers for
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sparkle. Stamp the sentiment from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set on the left side of the label. Wrap the label

with Metallic Mesh ribbon (cut in half to make it narrower) and secure the ends on the back of the label with

Stampin' Seal. Glue the colored and wrapped Whisper White cs label to the embossed Gorgeous Grape cs label.

Add a Basic Black cs die cut spider to the Whisper White cs label overlapping the ribbon

13. I also stamped the sentiment from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set and the spider from the Little Treats stamp set

in Memento Black ink on the back of the card to pull the theme through.


